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Pictured on cover: ‘Roman Marble’

Search ‘trust IPSL’ on Google

IPSL offer an extensive range of products and designs that are cost

Core: Hollow
Surface: uPVC

Installation substrate: flat, solid surface required
Fixing: High grab adhesive (2 per board)

Best Seller

Travertine Sparkle

Grey Stone

Travertine Grey

Light Grey Marble

Pergamon

White Cascade

Black Cascade

Frost White

Travertine Beige

White Sparkle
Based on our Aquaclad range, but at a 1000mm width and with a thicker wall, these panels can provide
a joint free wall covering in shower enclosures and minimum joints within wet-rooms.
Aquabord panels are designed for their durability and functionality, and with ease of installation in mind.
Each panel is simply cut to size and affixed directly to the wall, with no visible screws or nails.
The Aquabord collection combines luxurious effects with elegant timeless designs.
From the modern yet classic looks of the stone and marble effects to the eye-catching sparkle designs,
the range can instantly transform your bathroom.

Trim
Aquabord internal corner

Aquabord joint trim

Aquabord edge trim

Aquabord external corner

2 part trims (only visible component coloured)

colours available:

Cladseal

white

black

coral

Cladseal is a bath and shower tray sealing system
to be used in conjunction with hygienic wall cladding,
combining a rigid pvc strip with sanitary silicone
(applied where highlighted).
The sealant is concealed and protected inside the trim
While a silicone bond-breaker tape releases
the sealant off the trim for flexibility

cream

Sanitary Silicone
Bond Breaker Tape

Ledge

“Superior to tiles and require minimal maintenance”

‘THE NEXT STEPS.....Contact IPSL to request a quote or free samples

Place order ov

t effective, grout free alternatives to tiles. All our offerings are 100% waterp

Core: Styrofoam
Installation substrate: flat, solid surface required
Surface: High pressure decorated laminate
Fixing: High grab adhesive (2 per board)

Best Seller

Scarlet Galaxy

Arctic Galaxy

Pebble

Classic Marble
Our Aquabord laminate panels are considered our highest quality offering for bathrooms and shower rooms,
and feature a high pressure decorative laminate bonded to a water resistant Styrofoam core.
A balancing laminate is bonded to the reverse to guarantee the structure of a panel that is light
but extremely tough and hard wearing.
All of this provides a smooth, watertight finish that is completely hygienic and requires only minimal maintenance.
Aquabord is warm to the touch and provides a practical and tactile alternative to tiles.

Aquabord internaL corner chrome

Aquabord external corner chrome

Aquabord edge trim chrome

Aquabord joint trim chrome

chrome effect aluminium profiles

Panseal
Panseal works in the same way as the Cladseal profile,
but with the silicone also applied to the area where
the Aquabord panel sits.
This ensures that the core of the panel is fully protected.

Sanitary Silicone
Bond Breaker Tape

Ledge

“The Classic Marble effect is stunning and so easy to clean”

over the phone or on-line

Receive delivery of goods (usually within 2-4 working days)

Requ

e r p ro o f, e a s y to c l e a n a n d m a i n t a i n , a n d co m e w i t h a 1 0 ye a r g u a ra n te e !

Proclad Range
Core: Solid uPVC
Surface: uPVC

Installation substrate: flat, solid surface required
Fixing: High grab adhesive (2 per board)

2440x1220x2.5mm

Best Seller
P

P

P

P

P

Dark Cherry
Our Proclad colour range can provide a unique finish to a wide range of applications, from commercial or
domestic wet-rooms, to beautiful feature walls and kitchen splash backs.
These panels are extremely durable, high impact resistant (once fitted to a solid substrate) and offer a grout free,
easy to maintain environment. All designs are available with colour matched trim and silicone,
to help ensure that your project is complete to the highest standard.

Trim
Proclad
external corner

Proclad
1 part joint

Proclad 1 part
edge trim

available in pastel shades only (P)

Proclad curved
internal corner

Proclad
external corner

all 15
colours

Proclad 2 part
joint trim

Proclad 2 part
edge trim

2 part trims (only visible component coloured)

available in 10 bold colours

Sealux
The Sealux profile is suitable for our Proclad panels,
as it accepts a thinner profile of board.
Like with the Cladseal, the silicone is concealed
and protected inside the trim, helping to ensure
the seal is durable and aesthetic.

Sanitary Silicone
Bond Breaker Tape

Ledge

“Quality products from an exceptional company”

equire any after sales support? Get in touch!

Review your experience on Trustpilot’

ceiling plank with silver highlights 250mm wide

Classico

white with 2 silver
highlights

ceiling plank no silver highlights 250mm wide

White 595x595

Our tongue and groove ceiling panels are easy to install, waterproof,
require no maintenance and, like all our products, come with a 10 year guarantee
“The product looks great on my bathroom ceiling and I will definitely use IPSL again”
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Bathroom floors need to be able to withstand regular soaking and non-waterproof laminate flooring
runs the risk of delaminating from the wooden substrate. Our bath floors use the same easy fit
interlocking system as traditional laminate flooring but are manufactured from polymers instead of MDF.
Never worry about water and laminate flooring again! Aquafloor, with it’s unique qualities, can be used
for residential and commercial applications where traditional wooden or laminate flooring cannot.
“The Aquafloor Walnut looks fantastic - so cool and contemporary looking!”

0114 279 9188

www.ipsluk.co.uk

info@ipsluk.co.uk

panel width ranges from 100-333mm depending on design
please see our price list for dimensions and pack size

Our Aquaclad PVC wall panels are waterproof, easy to fit, and really easy to keep clean.
This range of decorative panels are in narrow widths, making the panels easy to handle
and install. PVC panels fit together with a waterproof tongue and groove joint
(just apply a small amount of silicone in the groove), are fixed with our High Grab
adhesive and finished with our trims.
Aquaclad PVC wall panels can be used as bathroom wall panels, shower wall panels,
kitchen wall panels or as a decorative wall covering in any room!
Best selling range

stone

Black Rainbow
Sparkle

White Rainbow
Sparkle

More ranges

NTG

“The Classico White Sparkle transformed our bathroom. A great alternative to tiles and painting”
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